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PREFACE.
The folIowing text, submittad for publication to the Natiomd Advisory C&unitt~e for
Aeronautics, is a dightly revised form of the unpublished Report No. 160 from the Aerodynam-
ical Laboratory, Buzeau of Construction and Repair, Navy Departrn”ent,written in December,
.-
1920.
RESISTANCE OF SMOOTH MODELS IN A SMOOTH SlltEAiM.
Gensrd fx-mu.la, —l?olIowing the lead of Newton,’ Stokes: and Helmholtz} Lord Rayleigh 4
exprassas the drag of a body of tied shape and presentation moving uniformly through a vis-
—
cous incompressible flui~ or a serk of geometrically similsr models so moving, by the theo-
retically derived formula––
D =pLa ~f (LV/P) -.------- -------- ------—- --- —-- -- (1)
inwhich p denote the fluid density, 9 the kinematic viscosity, L a I.ineiu dimension of the
body, V the speed of translation. In the process of derivation, which is too well known to
require treatment here, it is shown that the relative movement of the fluid and model, for
varying values of L, V, v, remains geometrically simihc if f (L V/v)remains constant. External
forces, such se gravity, are assumed not to be influencing the motion.
P7Ly&al tig@ic.ante of p P.—The quautity pP is the well-lmovvn “impulse” of hydro-
mechanics. For example, a jet of one square unit cros+section issuing horizontally from a
tti requires a force pP to maintain it, and reacts with the force – pP. Also an obstacle in
a Newtonian stream of irdastic particles sustains a force pP per unit of -normally exposed
area, and a total force aPD P. (Ming pA P the “standard impuIsive drag,” due to such an
ideal fluid, and CPAP the “actual drag” in any fluid of the same density, makes C the ratio
of the actusl to the standard drag. Alike formuIa MUI-be shown to apply to an inclined plane
or the front of a solid surface.6
If said unit jet is of a continuous fluid and strikes a normal plane, flattening without re-
bound, it exerts a push pV’ snd a maximum point-pr-ure pP/2; that is, the impulse of the
unit jet is twice its greatest dynamic prwsure per unit area. These relations are WS.UJmown.s
If an obstacle in a continuous stream sustains a mean pressure C’PP/2 per unit of fr@sUy
projected area, iti tohil drag is ~C’PA P; wherefore C!’= 2C. But if the body is surrounded
by a guard ring its front pressure is everywhere pP/2, and its corresponding drag is
4PAP. Calling this the “standard prwsmral drag” makes C’ the ratio of the actual to the
standerd drag.
It appears then that both the foregoing expressions, CPAP and +C’PA P, for the actual “
drag have some physictd meaning; the one having reference to a distributed impulse, the other
to a distributed prassure; whiIe the codkient for each is the ratio of the actual drag to an
ideal stenclard drag.
Absolute cot?#iOi4%—Denoting by O the dimensionkse multiplier, or ‘2absolute coe.f3icient,”
(1) may be mitten
O=f(LV/v)=D/pL’P, -.---------------(2)
an equation commonly used in plotting fluid resistance data, in which the single quantity .LV/~,
called “Reynolds nunhr,” is the independeni%wiable.
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Pkin graphs.-For very iiccurate experimental Yalues of V, L, v, plots of (2) commonly
portray C as a one-valued function of the -single yarnable L V’/v,in which either or all of the
three component quantitim may be Yariable. Usuallj the plot is a curve, on plain section
paper; sometimes it is a practically straight line for a considerable range of L V/P,indicating
that the drag increaees as the square of the speed.
Logardhn-& graphe.-Wind tunnel data frequently give, when V alono varies,
D=avn,. -.------_-_.--.----.---.-.-.t3)
in which a and n are positive constants. Consequently (2) becomes
c= ~vn~, ------ ------- ---------- -------- . . (4)
and.the plots on logarithmic paper delineate both (3) and (4) as straight lines. When n = 2, the
line (4) is horizontal; when less than 2, it slopm downward. On plain section paper (3) k“ a
parabola, (4) an hyperbola.
For moderate speed ranges many kinds of models have straighthe drag-versus-speed
diagrams on logarithmic paper. Struts round and faired, aerofoils at fixed incidence, airsMp
hulls, are examples. Whei””such forms are blunt, “or so presented as to produce turbuhmce,
n is-close to 2; when they are more and more faired n diminishw and approaches its value
for skidrnction planes. These facts have been known many years. Thus in an article pub-
lished in the Philosophical Magazine for Mayj 1904, the present writer presented such straight-
line diagrams, and stated that (3) appliw to al the shapes tested at the limited speeds avail-
able in his tunnel-5 to 40 feet per second—but might not be extended to considerably higher
speeds. Both statements are well illustrated, for limited speed ranges, by the datti since
obtained in various other aerodynamical laboratorks. .- -.
RESISTANCEAS A FUNCTION OF SURFACE TEXTURE.
i~ymbolfor wrface rouqhne88.—In the derivati~ of (1) true geometrical similarity, both
in form and texture of the boundary surface of the models, is assumed and is supposed to be
expressed by L. Now let L refer only to the gen_qralsize of the su@ace, ?nd lot l/L denoto
a measure of the comparative roughness, 1 being a measure of the roughnes Then if the
model remains perfectly similar to itself, while changing size, l/L must remain constant.
Incidentally it is noteworthy that, since geometrical similarity in the stream-and-model
system requires the size and disposition of the disturbances in the stream to bear a constant
ratio to the size of. the model, the equation l/L ~ constant may express also that r~ation,
where 1 now denotw a measure of -said size. or disposition. If the several kinds of influencc3
coexist, they may be symbolized by as many cW7erentletters.
blonoline grapti for condant wrjace texture.—In this case it can be expected that (1)wi~
plot as a single locus so long as T?L/v is cons@nt, and provided other influences, such as corn-
pressibility and gravity, can be ignored. Likew&e when Z/Lis negligible, that is when Z is
sufficiently small or L snfTicientlylarge, the resistance should be one-valued so long as VL/v
is kept constant.
Ndtiform graphs &ykg with” eu~ace texture.-In other cases, i. e., when Z/Lis not
constant and not negligible, D must be a many-valued function and may be written—
D= P L’ V’ f ( ~/V, l/L) -----. ---------------.----(5)
l’his formula indicates that with WV constant a multiform graph is obtained in two cam:
(1) when the roughness Z is varied while. the size of the model is unaltered; (2) when the
size of the model is varied while the surface .$exture.remains ~altered; and further that such
multiform graphs have as their li@t the .sirudelocus of D for Z/L=O.
For example, in the experiqenta cited above the writer found that when L and ~ were
kept constant while V varied, a great variety of graphs of D were obtained with a given skin-
friction plane by merely altering the texture of. the surface. The plane, which was held
lengthwise of the air stream, measured 4 feet-long. by 2 feet wide by 1 inch thick and boro a
smooth streamline prow and stern. On plane section paper its drag-velocity graphs all passed
through a common point, the origin, and had the general_ form (3) in which n varied from
1.85for a quite smooth surface to 2 for a comparatively rough one.
—
.-
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RESISTANCEA FTJNGTIONOF FLOWTEXTURE.
Synabolfor~ roughrum.—As the adding of an independent surface-roughness variable 1,
to the surface-aiz%variable L made (1)a many-valued function, so may the adding of a’fiow-
roughuess variable v to the smooth-flow variable K For if T represents the steady velocity,
relatively to the model, of the smoothIy flowing distant fluid and v is a measure of the velocity
vectorially superposed on V to roughen the flow, then v/ V is a geometrical measure of the com-
parative flow roughn-. Hence in order that the fluid roughnm shall remain perfectly similar
. .—
to itself while chrmg@ “i& general stream velocity V, ita comparative roughness v/V must be ~
constant.
Monoline grqiie for conNu&* texture.—In thiscase (1)plots as a single graph so long as _
l?L/vremains constant. Likewise when v/T is negligible, that is when v is sni3icient1ysmall or
V suf%ciently huge, the resisttmce should be one-valued so long as V@ is kept constant and
‘other influences remain immaterial.
Multiform graphs varying unlh j?ow texture.—But in case v/T is not eonsttmt in repeated.
tests of the same model the drag —
D=P~~~;(TL/v, v/~)-- ._---- .------.---_-------(6)
will plot as a multiform graph determined by the variation of comparative flow roughness v/ V.
For example, if ~is hsId fixed while a variety of screens in turn are placed before the model, a
great variety of values of D are found, that is, a great variety of coefficients of resistmce of the
same model in the same medium.
To illustrate further, suppose a fme strut or double-cambered aerofoiI, set at zero pitch
and yaw in a large uniform air stream, to have just before it an ample honeycomb capable of
translation across current. If then the steady wind speed is Y, the angle of incidence against
the plane of symmetry of the model is zero for the honeycomb stati~nary, but tan – ‘(v/ V) for
it moving across stream with the velocity v normal to said plane. This augle, Apending on
v/ T“,is iixed only when v/F is fixed, and varies when v or V varies independently. The same
holds if the honeycomb oaoillates to and fro across stream sc as to cause a wavy current. It is
obvious, therefore, that such a wavy stream, if begot in any other way wilI cause a variable
resistance coefiient urdess its flow roughness v/T remains constant. Indeed, for a thin strut
the drag coefficient may even become negative when tan – ‘(vi V) slightly exceeds 10°, so that
while this quartering stream lasts the strut may be actually pul@ upstream.
Negativedrag in pulsating wind.-To ikstrate thislastphenomenon, let the wavy stream
for an instant meet the strut set at zero pitch and yaw. Then the downstream drag ~ong
the unyawed direction is—
Dx=Dmsx –Ltia---------- .--------i---------.(7)
where L and D are the lift and drag referred to the instantaneous wind course, making the
myglea to the steady direction. From (7) it is seen that the net drag is zero when—
L/D=coti--------. ---------_--_-__--------(8)
—
-.
and is upstream or downstream according as L/Dscda.
The following cotangents comprise ordinary L/D values:
hgle--------- ---- 4“ 6° 80 10° 12° 14°
Cotan. -.----_ ----l4.3 9.5 7.1 5.67. 4.7 4-0
For instance, in British R. and M. Report No. 183 the following values af L/D are found
for a fairly flat strut at various arglea of yaw:
Incidmce ------------------------------------- .5° 7.5° 10°
L/D----------- : ------ _---- __-_ -:------------- 10.07
-.
11.2 10.65
From these tables it appears that such a strut can have a negative r&istance in side winds of
6° to 10° referred to its plane of symmetry.
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Such winds may be due to side slip, skidding, sudden gusts, etc. So also a wing beating
up and down without tmsion”alrotation in still air, or soaring stiff in an atmosphere beating up
and down, may have some amount of upstrewn propulsion. It would therefore be interesting
to detemuine experimentally what shapes are best adapted to self-propulsion in gusts or wavy
streams, and how much energy may in practice be extracted in this manner from aerial turbu-
lence by aircraft Or bird.
MORE .GENERALRESISTANCEFORMULAS.
Drag formuk involving ~oth &ace ad$ow texture.—From what precedes it appears tha~
formula (l), when revised to take account of the texture both of the model’s surface and of the -
fluid strewn passing it, takas the geneml form—
D= L` Vf,(VL/v,l/L, v/~....-....-..-------------"-(9)
Formula invoking grdy and compres~W.?ity.—As is well known, when gravity and com-
pressibility are taken into account the resistance formula (1) may be written
D=pL’v’f4(TzL/v, V/a, v/Q):. ---------- ..-. --.. -.. (lo) “ ““ -
where a is the veIocity of sound in the-medium, and g the acceleration of gravity.
CONCLUSION.
From the foregoing treatment, which may also be extended to the other force components
and the moment, it app&s that the shape coefficient C, given in (2), may at times be a func-
tion of many other variables besides Reynolds number VL/v. Hence’it is not surprising that
various experimenters in fluid dynamics, using the same model and same value of VL/v, should
discover materially diflerent coefllcients.
If the formula
C=f(VL/v, lIL, v/V, V/a, V’~). --.. ------.. --- . . . . ..(Il)
were kept in nind, or something st~ more complex, it would serve as a warning not to expect
the same results from apparently similar hydrodynamic measurements without a close sorutiny
of the attendant circumstances. One of the prwging” tasks now before aerodynamic experi-
menters is to ascertain what agreement cm be found among the values of C in (9) for the same
model tested in various laboratories.
